PILGRIM’S
GUIDE TO
KAUNAS

IT’S
KAUNASTIC

PLACES
9 CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE

THE MARTYR AND BERNARDINE MONASTERY
Papilio g. 7

As early as 1209 Francis of Assisi founded the
Order of Catholic monks in Italy and called it
the Order of Friars Minor, known today as the
Bernardine Monks in Lithuania. They settled in
Lithuania - first in Kaunas - in 1468. The
construction of one of the oldest churches and
monasteries in Kaunas started in 1492 and
finished at around 1502–1504 or, according to
some historians, in 1512–1513. It is believed that
the architect of the church was Mykolas Enkingeris (Dancingas), who also created the St.
Anne’s Church and Bernardine Church in
Vilnius. Stations of the cross and paintings of
the 28 Bernardine martyrs might have been
painted by monks themselves around 1740. In
1950 the Soviet authorities closed the church
and turned it into storage for medicines. The
Friars Minor resumed their activity in Lithuania
only in 1993. Next to the renovated church, you
will find a functioning Bernardine Monastery
and the Domus Pacis guest house open to
pilgrims.

10 CHURCH OF THE ASSUMP-

TION OF THE BLESSED
VIRGIN MARY (VYTAUTAS)
Aleksoto g. 3

ST. JACOB’S
SHELLS
You want to go on a pilgrimage? Or maybe the idea had never
crossed your mind? The bronze shells on the pavement in the
center of Kaunas and the Old Town will help you pause and
consider your options. These are the symbolic signs pointing
towards the pilgrimage to the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela. They were installed with the help of Kaunas Highlights
program.

MORE KAUNASTIC ROUTES
Wondering what to do next? Here are some of the themed routes
available in English:
Welcome to Kaunas
Modernist’s Guide
Wallographer’s Notes
The Litvak Landscape
The Litvaks of Slobodka
The Sugihara Route
Gastro Guide
The Ethnic Trail
Kid-Sized Kaunas

The City of Champions
Culture Shock
Double Weekend
A Hanseatic Merchant’s story
Kaunas in Film
100 Years of Theatre
Kaunas Fortress
Around Kaunas With a Diplomat

For free publications, visit the Kaunas IN tourist information center
(Rotušės a. 15, Kaunas), or locations labeled with the “Tourism Information
Friendly” or visit.kaunas.lt
More of the “Pilgrim’s Guide to Kaunas“ and other kaunastic routes you can
find in the digital version on www.kaunastika.lt.

USEFUL HASHTAGS
#kaunastic

#visitkaunas

#kaunaspilnas #kaunas2022

TOURISM INFORMATION
“KAUNAS IN”
Rotušės a. 15, Kaunas | +37061650991
info@kaunasin.lt | visit.kaunas.lt

The church, most often called Vytautas, is the
oldest in Kaunas (first mentioned in 1439) and
the only church in Lithuania designed according
to the Gothic cruciform plan. Historian Albertas
Kojelavičius-Vijūkas, who lived nearby on
Muitinės St. in the 17th century, wrote that
Vytautas was beaten and almost drowned in the
river during the battle with the Tatars near
Vorskla and after saving himself he promised to
build a church on the riverbank as a gesture of
gratitude to the Virgin Mary. It is interesting
that you can find signs on the facade of the
church that indicate how much the Nemunas
rose during the floods before we had Kaunas
Lagoon. Another important figure in the history
of the church is a canon and priest Juozas
Tumas-Vaižgantas, who lived right next to his
“workplace.” He served here as a priest for the
last thirteen years of his life.

11

CHURCH OF ST. FRANCIS
XAVIER AND THE JESUIT
MONASTERY
Rotušės a. 8

Around 1642 Kojelavičius-Vijūkas brothers donated several brick houses to the Jesuits in Kaunas,
where a year later, a Jesuit residence was established. A chapel was built shortly afterward. In
1649 a Jesuit school was founded, which taught
poetics, rhetoric, and philosophy and in 1666 the
construction of the church, which is now
classified as late Baroque, began. The most
prominent Polish and Lithuanian 19th-century
poet and a beacon of culture, Adomas
Mickevičius taught at the school - which later
became a college - from 1819 till 1823. To
commemorate the poet, the memorial plaque
was unveiled on the wall of the college building.
Currently, the college premises, where classes
were held since the end of the 18th century, are
occupied by Kaunas Jesuit Gymnasium and the
building complex also includes the church of St.
Francis. The project of renovating the facade of
the Jesuit Church was started in 2015. In
December 2016, the restored frescoes with a
composition of three saints were unveiled. The
patron saint of the Church, St. Francis Xavier, is
depicted in the upper fresco, St. Stanislaus
Kostka can be seen on the right and St. Aloysius
Gonzaga on the left. There is also a terrace that
offers a magnificent view of the Old Town.

12 CHURCH OF THE HOLY
TRINITY AND KAUNAS
PRIEST SEMINARY
Rotušės a. 22
Back in the Middle Ages, Bernardine nuns
settled in Kaunas. They acquired a wooden
monastery which they exchanged into a brick
one located on the currently Jakšto Street in
1595. In the 17th century, the buildings burned
down, and the restored church was consecrated
in 1703. The church has a painting of the Virgin
Mary famous for its graces. It hangs on the left
nave of the church. This image of the Mother of
God has already been in the church in the 17th
century. In 1963, when the church was closed,
the seminary students climbed through the
window and saved the painting from desecration.
When the church was closed and turned into a
warehouse, this image of the Mother of God,
was hung in the seminary students’ chapel.
Services in the late Renaissance-style church
were resumed since 1982. You can take a look
at some impressive Lithuanian wooden crosses in
the churchyard. After all, Lithuanian cross-crafting is a branch of folk art that has been put on
the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. And the
Kaunas Priest Seminary itself is located nearby.
Motiejus Valančius and Jonas Mačiulis-Maironis
were rectors here. The national consciousness of
the Lithuanian seminary students was roused by
priest Antanas Baranauskas, who taught Lithuanian there. Today, seminary students celebrate
the holly Mass with the congregation on
Sundays.
Nearby, on Rotušės Sq. 21 you can find Kaunas
Archdiocese’s guest house Villa Kaunensis.

13 LUTHERAN HOLLY TRINITY

CHURCH

Muitinės g. 8

This church is located in the old German
quarter of Kaunas, reminiscent of the Hanseatic League times. The word of God was started
to be proclaimed according to the unaltered
Augsburg Confession in Kaunas in 1550. The
parish was established in 1558 and the church
was built in 1683. 1953 it was closed due to the
“lack of believers.” The Soviets handed over the
building to the Kaunas Faculty of Vilnius
University, where an assembly hall was
installed. Fortunately, in April 1989, the congregation of the Kaunas Lutheran parish started
praying in the church again.

14 CHURCH OF THE BLESSED

SACRAMENT (STUDENTS)
Vilniaus g. 31

The Baroque church was built for the Dominican Order. In 1700 the consecrated church
was given the name of the Body of Christ.
During the Soviet occupation it functioned as a
cinema. After the restoration of independence,
the church was handed over to the archdiocese. A 24-hour Eucharistic adoration takes
place in the chapel set up inside the church.
At the end of August 2019, the passers-by
finally saw the renewed face of the church, a
restored facade with newly revealed old window
openings and the famous Face of Christ mosaic
lit up in the evenings, fitting perfectly with the
neo-Byzantine exterior of the church.

15 CARMELITE CHURCH OF

ST. CROSS

Gedimino g. 1
It is believed that the architect of this church
was the Italian Pietro Puttini, who also contributed to the grandeur of the Pažaislis Camaldolese
Monastery. The construction of a brick church
in 1685–1700 was initiated by the parish priest
Kazimieras Žodkevičius. Italian masters decorated its interior with frescoes. In 1770 the monks
of the Order of the Discalced Carmelites
entered into an agreement with the Kaunas City
Magistrate and the St. Cross parish priest
according to which this church was handed over
to them and the estates of their old monastery
were transferred to the city. New monastery
buildings were erected next to the church. It
suffered greatly during the war of 1812 and
during the same year Napoleon himself stayed
in the Carmelite Church. At the end of the 19th
century and early 20th century, the church was
one of the most important places of worship for
the Polish community in Kaunas. At present,
continuing with the tradition, Sunday morning
services are held in Polish and the afternoon
ones in Spanish!

16 CHURCH OF ST. ANTHONY

OF PADUA

Radvilėnų pl. 11
The parish of St. Anthony of Padua was founded
in Žaliakalnis in 1933 and the temporary church
was located in a nursing home. The current
one-tower brick sanctuary emerged three years
after that. The 20th century servant of God and
a martyr (you will learn more about her on this
route) Elena Spirgevičiūtė comes from this
parish. The builder of the church, parish priest
Juozapas Želvys, is buried in the churchyard.
He had once said that “Church can be built
anywhere. You should not be afraid to build it
even there where there do not seem to be any
funds or materials because there never were,
and no one had ever allocated it specifically for
the construction of churches. Everything is done
with love and an open heart.”

19 CHURCH OF THE MOST

SACRED HEART OF JESUS
A. Juozapavičiaus pr. 60

Back in the end of the 19th century, Šančiai
residents used to gather for prayer in the
cemetery chapel. Later, a wooden storehouse
was adapted to the church’s needs and after
the First World War, people prayed in the
gunpowder warehouse of the tsar’s army. At
that time, the construction of a brick church
began at the end of the currently Vokiečių
Street, but it did not have a happy ending.
And this significant example of modernist
religious interwar period architecture, created
according to a simplified project by Algirdas
Šalkauskis, emerged with the help of Mamertas Lumbė, Šančiai parish priest at the time.
The church of monumental forms in the very
center of Šančiai is decorated with works by
famous Lithuanian artists. Liudas Truikys
fresco Angels was pained in the arch of the

20 ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH
Panerių g. 72

The history of this church, affected by the
changes of eras, began... in the stables, where
after the First World War, prelate Povilas
Januševičius established a shelter and founded primary and vocational schools and
workshops. In 1932 a temporary church was
erected here, a plan for a new building was
drawn up, but its implementation was
hampered by World War II. After it, the
church was set up in two storey brick apartment building. Finally, part of the churchyard
was taken away from the church and a
cinema was built there. As hopes of liberation
grew stronger, more and more believers in
Vilijampolė started attending the church.
Therefore, in 1983, the apartments on the
second floor were demolished, the ceiling was
raised to the attic and new altars were built.
And in 2004, one more reconstruction was
carried out according to architect Valentinas
Baršauskas’ project. The church was extended, and a bell tower was built next to it. By
the way, quite close to it, on Linkuvos Street,
the chapel of the Virgin Mary and Lithuanian
Freedom was built in 1994 with the help of
private funding.

21 THE CHURCH OF BLESSED

VIRGIN MARY QUEEN OF
THE ROSARY
Marių g. 24

The forms of this Palemonas church reminiscent of the interwar period are actually not
that old. The construction of the church
designed by architect Gediminas Jurevičius
started in 1991 when archbishop Sigitas
Tamkevičius consecrated the cornerstone.
There is a community house of the Salesian
Sisters in the churchyard. The revival of this
community in Lithuania began in 1981 and it
moved to Palemonas in 1992.

22 CHURCH OF THE HOLY

SPIRIT

Milikonių g. 18

The church in Šilainiai serving one of the
largest parishes in Kaunas is also one of the
newest in the city. The first service was held
there in 2010, but until then the congregation
gathered in a temporary chapel located in the
same place. However, this modern-looking
church
(architect Eugenijus Miliūnas) was
consecrated only during the Whitsunday of
2017.

Žeimenos g. 6

The construction of the church was started in
2001 (architect Rymantas Zimkus) in the
bustling Eiguliai district, right next to the
Kalniečiai Park, beloved by Kaunas residents.
For the first time, the parish community
celebrated the Easter in the new church in
2014. Until the church is completed the believers gather for worship both here and in the
nearby Blessed Jurgis Matulaitis House Chapel
that belongs to the Sisters of the Immaculate
Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

18 GOOD SHEPARD CHURCH
V. Krėvės pr. 95

The history of one of the most expressive
modern churches, which harmoniously blends
into the environment of Dainava district, dates
to 1999. The architects behind the project are
Algimantas Kančas and Marius Preisas. In 2009
the church was consecrated by Kaunas
Archbishop Sigitas Tamkevičius. In 2013, it was
visited by the Papal legate, Archbishop of
Krakow, Cardinal Stanisław Dziwisz. In 2012, his
eminence gifted a blood relic of John Paul II to
the parish. It is guarded in the first Lithuanian
reliquary.

THE CROSS IN MEMORY OF
THE EXILED
E. Fryko g.

At the very end of Vaižganto Street a panorama of Kaunas railway station opens up. It
commemorates a painful period in the history
of Kaunas when the townspeople gathered here
to look at their deported relatives, friends and
loved ones for the last time. The small square is
clean and very quiet so you can spend some
time relaxing and reflecting.

26 MAIRONIS PALACE (MAI-

RONIS LITHUANIAN LITERATURE MUSEUM)

Rotušės a. 13

“I want all my furniture, books, paintings and
anything of historical value to be transferred to
the museum of my name”, was the recorded
dying wish of the priest and poet Jonas Mačiulis-Maironis. His palace turned museum, where
various celebrations were held, valuable
artworks collected and students of the priest
seminary, located nearby and headed by
Maironis, often dropped by, is worth an hour or
more of your time. In addition, literary evenings
are often organized here, and the winner of the
Poetry Spring is traditionally crowned in the
garden.

27 VAIŽGANTAS APARTMENT

(J. TUMAS-VAIŽGANTAS
APARTMENT MUSEUM)

Aleksoto g. 10-4

It seems like only yesterday the canon priest
Vaižgantas was writing his articles in a tastefully, but not too luxuriously furnished apartment
and hurried to take his dachshund Kaukas out
for an evening walk. Yellow canaries can be
heard chirping in the apartment just like back
in the day, and literature lovers can barely fit in
the living room during special occasions. Back
then, Kaunas residents truly loved Vaižgantas,
who was buried in the church of Vytautas the
Great located next to the branch of Maironis
Lithuanian Literature Museum. On the occasion
of the canon priest’s 60th birthday, a new
yellow dahlia (the priest’s favorite color) was
bread. A monument to Vaižgantas and his
dachshund was unveiled in the churchyard. By
the way, Algirdo Street in Žaliakalnis, just half a
year after the writer and priest’s death, was
renamed to Vaižganto, although he did not live
long in this neighborhood.

28 THE SCULPTURE OF AN
ANGEL (MONUMENT TO
ELENA SPIRGEVIČIŪTĖ AND
STASĖ ŽUKAITĖ)

Corner of Taikos pr. and Studentų g.

“It is better to die than commit a sin”, was the
motto of Elena, who was baptized in the Resurrection Church. In 1944 her house was invaded
by robbers, who killed her (she was 19 years old
at the time) and a relative who came to her
rescue. In 1988 Elena’s brother Česlovas organized the consecration of the angel statue (sculptor Antanas Kmieliauskas) that was put at the
place of the girls’ death. One bell in the Church
of Blessed Virgin Mary Queen of the Rosary in
Palemonas
is
named
in
honor
of
E. Spirgevičiūtė.

29 PETRAŠIŪNAI CEMETERY
M. Gimbutienės g. 28

23 ST. JOHN PAUL II PARISH

CHAPEL

Baltų pr. 44B

17 THE CHURCH OF BLESSED
ARCHBISHOP JURGIS
MATULAITIS

25 OBSERVATION DECK AND

When the Church of the Holy Spirit could not
fit all the faithful of this parish anymore, the
parish of the Blessed John Paul II was established in Šilainiai in 2013. Until 2015, before
the chapel was built, the services were held at
a nearby school as well as the hospital. And
in 2017 the capsule of the future church and
Called for Freedom monument was buried
next to the parish chapel. In 2019 a 33-meter-tall cross - the upper part of the future
church which is due to be completed soon was solemnly unveiled.

24 CHURCH OF ST. VINCENT
DE PAUL
R. Kalantos g. 3

Initiated by the Carmelite parish priest
Vincentas Mieleška, the construction of the
Church of St. Vincent de Paul began in 1932
in the middle of the old Petrašiūnai Cemetery. The modest, graceful building (it is one
of four modernist sanctuaries in Kaunas) was
designed by engineer Nikolajus Mačiulskis,
who also designed Romuva cinema. During
the consecration of the church in 1936, the
homily was given by Bishop Teofilius Matulionis. Later, Father Stanislovas read his first
sermons here. Interestingly, a cinema hall for
religious films was set up in the basement of
the church where the Capuchin monks also
published their religious magazine Lurdas.

This cemetery was founded around 1939–1940.
Since 1970, people here are buried only in the
pantheon and in family graves. The formation
of the Pantheon began in 1959–1961, when the
remains of famous people were moved from the
closed Old Cemetery of Kaunas and Vilijampolė Cemetery to Petrašiūnai. Distinguished
people, who had done a lot for Lithuania are
now buried in the pantheon. Actors, writers,
architects, politicians, scientists, composers,
mountaineers killed in the mountains and the
remains of Lithuanians brought from the West
and the East, where people lived due to exile or
emigration, can be found in Petrašiūnai Pantheon. Many graves are decorated with impressive
artworks: tombstones and sculptures. Indeed,
taking a stroll here makes you feel as if you
were taking a walk in the old Kaunas. Memorable tours and even classes can be held here, in
the open air.

30 A WALK IN THE BLESSED

ONE’S SHOES

Benediktinių g. 10 (from the side of
Šauklių St.)

Next to the fence of the Benedictine monastery, on the stairs leading to the gate, there is a
symbolic accent dedicated to the memory of
Blessed Teofilius Matulionis. While living in this
monastery, he did a lot of good work and his
steps here were immortalized by a sculpture of
the bronze shoes of the blessed, which anyone
can “try on.” The person behind the idea is
Nojus Kiznis, who won the Kaunas Highlights
competition with this work. His mother Edita
Grudzinskaitė helped him implement it.

31 HILL OF CROSSES
K. Baršausko g.

The symbol of the revival era is much smaller
than the Hill of Crosses in Šiauliai, but its
spiritual significance is immeasurable, after
all, during the occupation, from 1964 till 1989,
a tank stood in its place. The first cross near
the 6th Fort roundabout was built around
1990. Now Kaunas Hill of Crosses has several
dozen crosses and a few roofed poles and
wayside shrines.

32 LENARTAVIČIŲ CHAPEL
Vaistinės skg. 14

There are many chapels in almost all parts of
Kaunas that stand out because of their shape,
size, and aesthetic solutions. Many of them
emerged after the restoration of independence. And the history of this one, located in
one of the yards of Žaliakalnis, dates back to
the interwar period. It is said that the nobles
named Lenatravičiai built the chapel in 1925,
in memory of their deceased child. There is
also a statue of Virgin Mary nearby.

33 KAUNAS ST. NICHOLAS

MIRACLE OLD BELIEVERS
CHURCH
Širvintų g. 15

Lithuanian Old Believers are one of the nine
traditional religious communities in Lithuania.
They, like all the Old Believers, do not recognize the Nikon’s reforms made in the 17th
century. Old Believers differ from the Orthodox believers not so much in dogmas as in
liturgy and rites, ecclesiastical structure and
unique interpretation of biblical elements.
You will find the only Old Believers church in
Kaunas near the Žaliakalnis market. The
brick church was built in 1906. It is said that
poet Salomėja Nėris would set up dates with
her beloved Professor Juozas Eretas next to it.
During the interwar period, the church had
become an important religious and cultural
centre of Lithuanian Old Believers. Unfortunately, in June 1941, many Old Believers were
deported to Siberia. In 2013, a fire broke out
in the church and many cultural valuables
burned down or were seriously damaged.
Luckily, the church and the valuables were
restored with private funds.

35 VYTAUTAS THE GREAT

MOSQUE
Totorių g. 6

A mosque built in the interwar period in the
territory of the old Kaunas cemetery to
commemorate the 500th anniversary of the
death of Vytautas the Great is proof that
Kaunas is a friendly city open to various
cultures and religions. It was mostly a gathering place for local Tatars, whose cemetery
was also located nearby. Now the mosque is
also frequented by Muslims who are studying,
working, or raising their families in Kaunas.
The brick mosque of Eastern and modern
forms has been recently renovated and
became an adornment of the quiet part of
downtown. A contemporary highlight is a
trampoline right next to the mosque, resembling a multicolored carpet installed instead of
an abandoned fountain. It was created by a
famous Kaunas street artist Morfai.

36 CHORAL SYNAGOGUE
E. Ožeškienės g. 13

Before the Second World War, there were
almost forty Jewish places of worship in
Kaunas. The first known synagogue was
demolished in 1716 but soon rebuilt. The
construction of the choral synagogue with
Baroque elements was finished in 1872 and
currently, it is the only working synagogue in
Kaunas. Its construction was funded by
Levinas Boruchas Minkovskis, a merchant of
the 1st guild. In the territory of the synagogue,
which is looked after by the Kaunas Jewish
Religious Community (that has also established a museum there), you can visit a
memorial dedicated to the 50 thousand
Litvak children killed during the Holocaust.
And on the second floor of the building, there
is an exposition of rabbi portraits.

34 THE ANNUNCIATION

CATHEDRAL

Vytauto pr. 38

Today Kaunas Orthodox community consists
of about 200-250 people. Both places of
worship are located in the city’s old cemetery
near a brick mosque. It is also quite symbolic
that they stand near the station and are
visited by travelers. The church, which was
built in 1862 during the period of the Governorate of Kaunas, usually hosts memorial services and concerts. In 1935, when the Orthodox
community in Kaunas decreased and was
unable to keep the Garrison Church, many
religious paintings were kept in the Annunciation Cathedral. It is believed that people who
pray for them receive grace and heal from
various diseases. The project of the neo-Byzantine Orthodox Cathedral was drawn by the
famous interwar period architect Edmundas
Alfonsas Frykas.

Hello,
welcome to Kaunas, a city full of spiritual treasures with
an impressive history, and surrounded by religious architecture, picturesque panoramas, and houses of prayer.
Did you know that a pilgrim - peregrinus in Latin - means
“traveler”? Travels allow you to rediscover other people
and even yourself! Traveling through Kaunas shrines, you
will discover what lies behind the doors of magnificent
buildings and colorful stained glass, or maybe even allow
yourselves to have a conversation with God.
Two popes - John Paul II and Francis - walked the streets
of Kaunas and became the pilgrims of this city. Their
lives prove that we can discover the greatest treasures if
we search with our hearts. Are we ready for it?
PUBLISHED 2021
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MONASTERY COMPLEX
TREASURE: BEAUTY

T. Masiulio g. 31

The ensemble of Pažaislis Church and Monastery is one of the most striking and beautiful
masterpieces of late Baroque architecture in
North-Eastern Europe.

km

8

Žemaičių g. 31A

8 PAŽAISLIS CHURCH AND

g.

The sanctuary in a remote forest carved with
paths that are perfect for taking long walks,
located on the Kaunas Lagoon peninsula (the
lagoon, though, was formed later, in the
mid-20th century) was built in the 17th century for Camaldolese monks by the chancellor
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Kristupas
Žygimantas Pacas. The complex was designed
by Italian architect Giovanni Battista Frediani
and decorated with mouldings created by
sculptors from Lombardy and frescoes painted
by the Florentine painter Michele Arcangelo
Palloni. Pažaislis was famous not only for the
devout Camaldolese lifestyle, architecture,
and valuable art but also for the picture of
the Beautiful Mother of Love with the Baby
painted by an unknown artist. The painting
located at the large altar of the church of
Visitation of Blessed Virgin Mary to St.
Elizabeth radiates noble peace and gentle
love.
The breath-taking history of the monastery,
which has been lasting for more than three
centuries, is marked by various spiritual
traditions, wars, fires, and destruction. It once
served as a branch of a museum and even a
hospital. At present, the monastery is
inhabited and maintained by the Sisters of
St. Casimir.
The monastery houses a Religious Museum
and Monte Pacis hospitality complex. It also
accommodates the largest Pažaislis Music
Festival concerts, the biggest of which are
traditionally organized on Assumption Day. By
the way, the Pažaislis church and monastery
complex was chosen as the best filming
location in Europe in 2020. Catherine the
Great mini-series were filmed here.

.
pr

Nepriklausomybės a. 14

Some people adore this sanctuary and consider
it the most important symbol of Kaunas, others
- not so much, just like in the interwar period.
This neo-Byzantine building - to remind people
of the origins of Christianity - which emerged
just before the 20th century between the
administrative buildings of the fortress, is also
called Soboras by many. The church has five
domes: a central large one and four small
corner ones (with 12 bells in them). During the
First Republic, it was already used by Catholics,
and in the 1960s the church was turned into a
museum or, more precisely, into a Sculpture
and Stained Glass Gallery of M. K. Čiurlionis
Museum. In 1996 it was handed over to the
needs of the Kaunas Garrison and became
Kaunas Garrison Church.
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GEL’S (GARRISON) CHURCH
TREASURE: LIGHT
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Benediktinių g. 10

The patron saint of Europe, St. Benedict, who
wrote a book of precepts for his community,
was Italian. The wisdom of Benedict travelled
to Lithuania for a thousand years, and the
monastery in Kaunas was founded in 1624,
when Ona Eufemia, the daughter of Kaunas
county nobleman Andriejus Skorulskis, came
here from Nyasvizh with her seven sisters. The
bishop of Kaunas handed over the nearby
15th century-built gothic St. Nicholas Church
for the nuns. The blessed Teofilius Matulionis
served in this church centuries later. The most
important reconstruction of the church was
carried out under his care and the perpetual
adoration of the blessed sacrament was
introduced. During the Soviet occupation, the
church served as a storage for public library
books. In 1990 it was renovated and returned
to the congregation; the Benedictine nuns
also came back to the monastery. To this
day, the monastery is supported not only by
strong walls but also by constant prayer.
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CHRIST’S RESURRECTION
BASILICA
TREASURE: FREEDOM

The monument to Lithuanian statehood was
important for both local Lithuanians and those
living abroad, who donated extensively to the
construction of the church. The cornerstone of
the building designed by a Latvian architect
Karolis Reisonas was brought from the Mount of
Olives in Jerusalem and consecrated in 1934.
Unfortunately, 70 years had to pass before the
church itself was consecrated. During the
Soviet occupation, the unfinished church served
as a radio factory. By the way, while the discussion about the Christ’s Resurrection Church was
taking place, a temporary church was built in
1923, just 400 meters away in Aukštaičių
Street, still in operation today. It was functional
during all the occupations! Meanwhile, the
basilica was given back to the congregation
only after the restoration of independence and
finally solemnly consecrated in 2004.
The roof terrace of the basilica is particularly
interesting. It offers a full panorama of Kaunas
and on the edge of the terrace, you can find a
chapel of Šiluva’s Virgin Mary, dedicated to the
memory of those who died for the freedom of
Lithuania. When you climb up the terrace and
look at the roofs of hundreds of houses and so
many lives unfolding under them, remember
where your roots are and why you are free
today.
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Today this little church is famous for the light of
the candles that are constantly burning in the
chapel. It is also one of the oldest Gothic
churches in Lithuania, dating back to the 15th
century. In 1922, when the church was handed
over to the Congregation of Marian Fathers of
the Immaculate Conception, it built a new
brick monastery and slightly altered the church
interior according to the monks’ needs. During
the years of occupation, the church accommodated a medical equipment store belonging to
the Ministry of Health, which operated until
1987. The church that is hiding in the courtyard
of Laisvės Avenue also preserved the spirit of
the Reform Movement. There were plans to
demolish it in the late 1980s, as the building of
the Communist Party’s Executive Committee
was being constructed nearby. Patriotic Kaunas
residents stopped this process and saved the
church. In 1992 St. Gertrude’s Church together
with the buildings of the monastery was
returned to the Marian Congregation of the
Immaculate Conception. You will see a
glass-covered cross on the wall of the monastery. This is probably the oldest surviving cross
in the city of Kaunas. It was erected on the roof
of the St. Gertrude’s Church in the mid-16th
century and taken down in 1992. At the time of
its discovery, it was about 450 years old.
And the flames in the candle sanctuary do not
go out for a reason. Each candle is lit with an
intention of a particular benefactor; it reflects
different life stories, requests, and the thanks
that people pray for throughout the week, while
the candle burns. So, when you light up a
candle in the chapel, you gain the support of
the prayer.

The museum for the blind located in the
basement of the church is known as the 21st
Century Catacombs. A visit to this museum
will guarantee an impressive experience.
People there orient themselves only with the
senses of touch, sound, and smell since the
labyrinths are submerged in complete
darkness. And only when traveling through
darkness, you better understand what light is.
As you walk around the labyrinths, try to
remember the darkest moments of your life
and then the light. What helped you
overcome your fear of darkness? And when
you climb back up, think about whether the
light helps you see things more clearly.
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The museum next to the Kaunas Cathedral
continues the traditions of the Museum of
Ecclesiastical Art (1935–1940) and the
Museum of Religious Art (1940–1944). The
cultural, historical and artistic heritage of
Kaunas
Archdiocese
is
accumulated,
preserved and popularized here. An authentic
memorial museum can also be found nearby.
After all, Motiejus Valančius himself and later
Cardinal Vincentas Sladkevičius once lived
here, in the Bishop’s Palace at the time.
Modest personal items, stacks of books and
his warm eyes glancing at us from a few
portraits, remind us of the great Lithuanian
patriot’s existence (he lived on the second
floor and passed away in 2000). Be sure to
visit the hall dedicated to the chronicle of the
Lithuanian Catholic Church and other parts
of the museum.
Looking at history, we can notice that many
people have immortalized the search for God
through art - literature, poetry, fine art, music
- thus testifying and encouraging others to
seek for something greater than us. As you
walk around the museum, find a minute to
delve deeper: what details are repeated?
What do you experience when looking at the
artworks? What associations arise?
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In the right nave of the church, you will find the
neo-Gothic chapel of the Holy Sacrament,
where the adoration of the holy sacrament
takes place. Come in for a moment to enjoy
the silence. A side altar dedicated to John Paul
II was unveiled in the left nave of the basilica.
It also honors the relic of this pope, next to
which people ask for the saint to intercede for
them.
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CHURCH OF ST. GERTRUDE
AND MARIAN MONASTERY
TREASURE: INTERCESSION
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Today, services and religious music concerts are
held at the cathedral on special occasions. Both
popes - John Paul II and Francis - visited the
cathedral during their official visits to Lithuania.
Bishops and famous clergy from the previous
centuries are buried near the cathedral and in
the crypt.
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This pilgrim center, open to all souls, is a
branch of Kaunas Archdiocese, established in
2009. Its community coordinates the pastoral
care of pilgrims in the parishes and deaneries
of the Kaunas Archdiocese, so that the holy
places in the territory of the archdiocese
become even more visited by pilgrims, and
also contributes to the pastoral events organized in the archdiocese. If you want to volunteer in the archdiocese, you are welcome!
And if you are interested in pilgrimages in
Lithuania and abroad, during which you will
enrich your spiritual life, get to know
yourselves better as well as the special places
where God’s grace has manifested, you
should also stop by.

The current Archcathedral Basilica - then
Kaunas City Parish Church - was funded by
Vytautas the Great and was first mentioned in
1413. It has been repeatedly repaired, reconstructed and expanded. Although built during
the Gothic period, it also stands out with its late
Baroque and neo-Gothic features. The eastern
side of the church contains a long gothic
presbytery and very valuable crystal vaults in
the sacristy. It is a decorative structure of the
late Gothic period. Also, these vaults are one of
the widest in Europe. The cathedral gained its
current look in around 1800. Up until the year
2000, the organ of the Archcathedral Basilica
was the largest in Lithuania. It was created in
1882 by Juozapas Radavičius, an organ master
from Vilnius. Juozas Naujalis had worked in the
cathedral as an organist in 1894. He reorganized
the large choir of the cathedral replacing
female voices with boys’ voices and maintained
the musical level of the choir.
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Contact:
www.piligrimyste.lt
Jono Pauliaus II piligrimų centras
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Tel. +37068615225
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This route is like a pilgrim passport for Kaunas. The boxes
below indicate a place for stamps that will prove your visit to
the shrines marked with a special symbol on the route and the
discovery and experience of the treasures indicated. After
collecting seven stamps, you will be able to receive a Kaunas
pilgrim certificate (digital or paper).
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